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Abstract 
 

  This paper is an attempt to examine the intersections of the postcolonial and queer spaces in 
 Linmark‘s poetry. It seeks to offer a conception concerning the   disposition   of   the   
 homosexual   in   association   with   the postcolonial notion of dispersal and disjunction. This is in 
 consonance with the idea of rendering visible the life world of the homosexual subject in the 
 diaspora through a  supported engagement  of  his trivial life as  reflected in  Linmark‘s poems 
 from his collections Prime Time Apparitions (2005) and The Evolution of a Sigh (2008). The notion 
 of the ―Queer Diaspora‖, the transnational and global conceptions of queer identities, and the 
 particular practices, identities, and memories that constitute and represent both the worldly and 
 emblematic frontiers of the homosexual are further examined leading to the affirmation of the 
 image of the ―diasporic queer subject.‖ The postcolonial concepts and issues of life at the 
 byroads and identity stemming from a fractured sense of language and homeland were taken as 
 significant groundwork for the examination of the postcolonial and queer intersections. It also 
 touches upon the notion of the upscaling politics of queer identity underscoring its conflicting 
 amalgamation reflected by the poems‘ language of goth and camp. This paper takes its cue from 
 Stuart Hall‘s models of identity: the Vector of Continuity and Similarity and the Vector of Rupture 
 and Difference, and Martin F. Manalansan IV‘s Filipino Gay Men in the Diaspora. 
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On the Postcolonial and Queer Intersections  
 
This paper is an attempt to examine the intersections of the postcolonial and queer spaces in literature through 
the poetry of R. Zamora Linmark. It is part of a project which seeks to offer a conception concerning the 
disposition and character of the homosexual in association with the postcolonial notion of dispersal and 
disjunction. This is in consonance with the idea of rendering visible the life world of the homosexual subject in the 
diaspora through a supported engagement of his trivial life as reflected in Linmark‘s poetry. Guided by such 
intention, the notion of the ―Queer Diaspora‖, the transnational and global conceptions of queer identities, and 
the particular practices, identities, and memories that constitute and represent both the worldly and emblematic 
frontiers of the homosexual are further examined leading to the affirmation of the image of the ―diasporic queer 
subject.‖ Understanding further such phenomenon and formation, the postcolonial concepts and issues of life at 
the byroads and identity stemming from a fractured sense of language and homeland were taken as significant 
groundwork for the very examination of the postcolonial and queer intersections. It also touches upon the notion 
of the upscaling politics of queer identity with emphasis on its conflicting amalgamation presented by the poems‘ 
gay language and experiences shaded by goth and camp. 

This paper proposes to do a reading of the selected poems of R. Zamora Linmark from his poetry collections 
Prime Time Apparitions (2005) and The Evolution of a Sigh (2008) presenting an imaging of the homosexual from 
the diasporic vista, positing inquisitions of the intersections through several sites in provocative ways showing the 
relationship between postcolonial and queer. A distinguished notion of intersection for both the postcolonial and 
queer spaces is situated in their concentration on the trendy politics of identity giving emphasis on the categories 
as well as the institutions, acquaintances, and power plays by means of which social dynamics and the people are 
structured and regulated (Punt, 2008). In concordance with this, the identity of the diasporic queer subject is to 
be viewed as the significant starting point by which this paper can analyze the life of shocked cultures intersecting 
with sexual orientation, experiences, and desires. This paper takes its cue from Stuart Hall‘s two models of 
identity: the Vector of Continuity and Similarity and the Vector of Rupture and Difference:  

 
Rather than thinking of identity as an already 
accomplished fact, which the new cultural practices 
then represent, one should think of identity instead as a 
production which is never complete, always in process, 
and always constituted within, not outside 
representation‖ (Hall, 1990). 
 

The Vector of Continuity and Similarity, on one hand, underscores the notion of identity in terms of one shared 
culture, a sort of collective one true self, hiding inside the many other, more superficial or artificially imposed 
selves, which people with a shared history and ancestry hold in common (Hall, 1990). Such a viewpoint would evoke 
the acknowledgment that: 
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This is an act of imaginative rediscovery, one which 
involves imposing an imaginary coherence on the 
experience of dispersal and fragmentation, which is the 
history of all enforced diasporas (Hall, 1990).  
 

On the other hand, the Vector of Rupture and Difference is cognizant of the ―critical points of deep and 
significant difference which constitute ‗what we really are‘; or rather -- since history has intervened -- what we 
have become‖ (Hall, 1990). From such a point of view, identity is rendered as an affair of becoming and of being. 
To quote Stuart Hall: 

 
It is not something which already exists, transcending 
place, time, and history, and culture. Identity is the 
name given to the many ways by which one is positioned 
by (Hall, 1990).  
 

This paper intends to ground its analysis of the selected poems on the aforementioned vectors to further 
highlight in Linmark‘s selected poems the postcolonial struggles of displacement, multiculturalism, and the 
redefinition of cosmpolitanism moving in consonance with the exilic orientation of the poems‘ subjects and 
persona. Intersecting with such postcolonial struggles is the notion and issue of homosexuality which is to be viewed 
from the transnational context underscoring its ruptures and continuity incorporating a ―sense of the continuing 
importance of the premodern forms of sexual orientation‖ (Altman, 2001), ―sensitivity to class caste/divides and 
the impediments faced in the diaspora‖ (Altman, 2001) as expounded by Dennis Altman in his ―Global Sex‖. This 
paper also purports to show that the diasporic queer subject has his own contours when it comes to his identity 
rendering his very identity as a distinctive system on its own right. The critical concepts expounded by the Martin F. 
Manalansan IV (2003) in his ―Global Divas: Filipino Gay Men in the Diaspora‖ particularly his concept of ―liberating 
the gay identity from its various anachronisms‖ (Manalansan, 2003) completes the framework for displaying the 
notion of homosexuality and queer desire and body from a postcolonial lens further highlighting the complications 
of the diaspora.  

This paper will be examining the following poems from the collection Prime-Time Apparitions namely: ―Says 
the Kiwi Bird,‖ ―If I a Gay,‖ ―Tita Aida,‖ ―Slippery When English,‖ ―Sensory for Nine,‖ ―Itinerary,‖ and ―Rhapsody,‖ 
and from the collection The Evolution of a Sigh: ―Ingmar Bergman: A Personal Essay,‖ ―Da Kind, My Da Kind,‖ 
―Psst,‖ ―This Should Remain Untitled Until Further Notice,‖ ―Channeling Lady Sarashina,‖, and ―The Knapsack 
Notebook.‖ The analysis of these poems are not done per collection. They are clustered thematically underscoring 
the notions of the queer diaspora, the image of a life in translation, borderlands of perils and pleasures, discourse 
on AIDS from a global mindset, desire and race, exile and home, scattering and diversity, and the very intersections 
of both the diasporic and queer horizons.  

    The poems of R. Zamora Linmark, in his collection The Evolution of a Sigh, are remarkably teeming with 
multifaceted twists and turns, and it is signally shaded with the postcolonial notions of alienation, fragmentation, 
and loss. With various countries such as Hawaii, Manila, Japan, and San Francisco forming the locale in the 
foreground of his poems, it is notable that he had greatly captured a complex sense of disarray and disjunction in 
the written language. His poetry also discloses the idea that the experiences and discourses of the Filipino 
Americans do not construct and project the image of an unswerving monolithic self. One can see an organization of 
possible scripts of dispositions and mindsets that shift in conformity with the conditions in his poems. Put simply, 
the poet is seen to bestride competing cultural traditions, memories, and material conditions. His Prime-Time 
Apparitions are lauded for its comic and uproarious usage of the English language and explicit queer adventures. 
The poems are the very threshold into a myriad of profile that is both queer and postcolonial.  

 
Queer Diasporization: On Notions of Exile and Home 
Sexual work has always been relevant to queer and trans communities, both as a livelihood option and as an issue 
that critically informs the space between social and political margins, and the centralities of queer communities 
(Shah, 2014). In the poem ―Sensory for Nine‖, the poet projects these nine episodes that chronicle the sexual feats 
of the speaker. It is observed that justness and extreme carefulness and forethought form part and parcel of the 
poem‘s tone underscoring the very means on how the poet handles such a subject that borders on explicit 
eroticism. The honesty of these sensory moments allows their fondness and heartrending impression to surpass 
human extravaganza. The very experience of the poem is rendered as something that is hallowed: 
 

A bottle of half-filled whiskey smuggled in for excuses 
and emptied within minutes strategically stood between 
us to perform a ritual: Skin, which required a complete 
revolution before the offering of tongues to men who 
have perished in that unnamable chasm some 
mistakenly call passion (Linmark, 2005). 
 

This excerpt is from the first stanza of the poem. Such excerpt sets the pace for the following eight sections 
where the speaker engrosses in a chain of sexual feats with various men of various ages and importance to the 
speaker continually being devirginized. Such are the wild continents of this poem that lead the speaker to confuse 
the reality of love and lust. The poet writes the sections as if he has had a long while to live with such these 
experiences bringing the reader to delight in the catholic, mental, and individual ramifications such experiences 
have had on the speaker. Recognizing the impacts of the aforementioned statements, the poem is seen to be 
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augmented because of the idea that there is the presence of a perpetual endeavor to conciliate the disconcerting 
emotions that the speaker in the poem feels.  

Section IV and Section VIII of the poem mention that the speaker in the poem is a Filipino: 
 

Before leaving, I told him 
I was Filipino, not Japanese  
(Linmark, 2005).  
 

Section VIII of the poem also affirms the nationality of the other man who engages in the sexual act. It 
includes in it a labelling for the engagement in the sexual act as seen in the last lines: 

 
Gary, a haole visual artist who got rich and  
famous sketching native boys, wanted to fist  
me for two grand and a round-trip ticket to  
Europe. I agreed only if we did it in his  
yacht while I fucked Dario, his Filipino boytoy  
(Linmark, 2005).  
 

The varying settings of the nine sections of the poem disclose the notion of the diaspora as about wanderlust 
or nomadism. Central to its very delineation are the notion of the so called ―Push Factors‖ that is forced migration 
or displacement (Clifford, 1994; Gilroy, 1993). Moving in concordance with this ―Push Factors‖ is the accentuation 
of the conditions of settlement within the host country which involve the complex undertaking of articulating 
manifold temporalities, identities, and locations in the effort to create new terrains of belonging within the space 
of migration (Fortier, 2002). The mentioning of different places in the vignettes of the poem such as Texas, Kuhio 
Avenue in Waikiki, the Ala Moana Beach Park on the island of Oahu, U.S. state of Hawaii, Perth in Australia, and 
New York which moves in concert with the sexual exploits of the speaker affirms the notion of a ―Sexile.‖ The 
details of each vignettes and its concomitant sexual undertakings display the image of a homosexual cosmopolitan 
subject sprawling in the rays of an uncommitted transnational mobility. He is placed outside the identifications and 
postulations of his own national space. It is to be affirmed here that his identity does not possess a directive goal or 
principle as it is burdened with various complex fissures and fractures. Recognizing the fact that the speaker is a 
Filipino gay man being labelled as the ―Sexile‖, he takes the label of the queer diasporic subject from the Third 
World, who is faced with the predicament of manifold disjunctions and confronted with the colossal responsibilities 
of forming and fashioning the idea of a home.  

Contemporary gay culture has a strong link to the struggles in its past as seen in Section IX, but it owes much 
to the postmodern conditions of flux and flow that globalization has wrought (Rico, 2011): 

 
I‘ve had and been had by enough guys 
to make a quilt and keep myself warm  
forever, but I go on, open past wounds 
to the night, stand or kneel or spread 
in the dark, lick their sweat and five 
o‘clock shadows. I ask for more, ask for  
the smell of salt on skin, the taste 
of salt in my mouth, ask for the raw flesh  
wanting more, giving more, but always  
never enough (Linmark, 2005). 
 

Filipino gay men are not seen as the regular immigrants who move from the idea of tradition to modernity. 
They have the capacity to refashion and revise the undynamic notion of tradition from their peculiar modern vista 
or as a plan of action that will aid them to negotiate their foreign and colonial foregroundings. The notion of 
immigration, therefore, does not always end in in assimilative process but rather in contestation and reformation of 
identities (Manalansan, 2003). In concordance with this, in the poem ―Says the Kiwi Bird,‖ one can feel a sense of 
disarray that is the result of an unfamiliar way of life due to immigration, or simply a change in the social 
environment: 

Our entrance into the White Man‘s world was like that  
Of indigenous tribes: We existed only in his imagination  
  
For we, too, are brown and live-in bush-covered homes  
But let me ask the poet and any of you who have seen us  
(Linmark, 2005). 

 
In the said poem, the speaker revisits the shocked regions of foreign cultures. This is best exemplified in the 

last lines as he writes: 
 

I know, I am only a kiwi bird  
(Okay, a poet‘s muse for the first time tonight)  
But I do understand the laws of territoriality:  
Nuisance, and, above all, creation (Linmark, 2005). 
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In entering the shocked domains of the adventive regions and in experiencing the life of crossed time, the 
diaspora constitutes a prosperous investigatory device to contemplate on the questions of association, kinship, and 
solidarity within the context of transnational linkages. The experiences of the Filipino gay man with modernity and 
with foreign realms like America, ―the White Man‘s World,‖ are suffused with ambiguity and vacillation of 
immigrant life (Manalansan, 2003) as mentioned in the poem ―Ingmar Bergman: A Personal Essay‖: 

 
Home became anywhere but. Perhaps  
this is why home, for me, is always late,  
in the future tense, under renovation  
In Bergman‘s case; home was in the past  
perfect of the Swedish language he‘d missed  
so much during his Hollywood exile (Linmark, 2008).   

 
  The struggles of a homosexual in the diaspora are better understood in the continually shifting stages of 
the here and there (Manalansan, 2003). The notion of home, when examined from the vistas of diaspora, can be 
conspicuously fashioned as an model space of both jamboree and desolation. The experience of the Filipino 
becomes contradictory to such a belief unornamented. To quote Manalansan: 
 

A Filipino gay man sees neither the heroics nor the 
hopelessness of home making or making onseself home 
at home by quotidian struggles (Manalansan, 2003).  
 

In the poem ―Knapsack Notebook‖, the speaker very much chronicles his experience of physical and linguistic 
distance projecting the notion of displacement and its accompanying hurdles with the redefinition of 
cosmopolitanism, and the exilic standpoint. The poem appears like a diary which greatly shows that the struggles of 
a Filipino homosexual have a sturdy association to its struggles in the past. Recognizing the impacts of such 
postcolonial struggles, the queer diasporic subject views himself as an oriental affirming the prominent postcolonial 
concept of the ―Other‖ who must catalyze strategies and gimmicks by which such struggles can be overcame:  

 
8:35 p.m.  Dumbstruck by Filipinos conversing in Japanese, he sees 
himself as an invited guest through a common origin but made exile 
by language  
8:38 p.m.  Autumn moon-viewing at Kashima Shrine, Basho said:  
 ―Neither monk nor warrior   
I call myself a bat –   
Neither bird nor mouse.‖  
8:42 p.m.  Filipinos believe that their soul which is held prisoner by 
the body during wakefulness, goes on journeys when they‘re asleep 
(Linmark, 2008).   
 

In the last part of the poem, it is seen the idea of a family is still considered as a potent element in the trivial 
affairs of the queer diasporic subject. It permeates and significantly influences how the queer diasporic persona 
assesses the other kinds of relationship that he had and will form in the future namely with lovers and friends as his 
means of expanding his horizons. Family, in this sense, is rendered as a sort of sanctum in times of uncertainty and 
nostalgia. The settings and images in this poem is a clear and stark example of how physical, emotional, and 
cultural space and its multifariousness and fluidity is associated with the memories of the family.  

 
8:45 p.m.  On the couch, he teeters between sleep and Basho, 
upon leaving Nagoya, had fallen off a rented horse on his way up 
Walking Sticking-Hill  
9:26 p.m. Leon, the man in the e-mail assigned to host him during 
his three-week stay in Nagoya, arrives  
9:33 p.m.  Snow falling on a black suitcase  
9:38 p.m. ―We have to share the room with another Filipino; he‘s 
waiting for his deportation papers‘ – Leon  
9:55 p.m. POST-IT note: The cost of travel documents which is 
what an immigrant needs to exit Japan, depends on the embassy. 
The Chinese Embassy charges 1600 yen ($16), while the Philippine 
Embassy charges 11,000 yen ($110)  
10:01 p.m. First door on the right: a tub  
10:01 p.m. Second door on the right; squat toilet  
10:03 p.m. Behind sliding doors: a bunk bed, a television, a screen 
saver of Leon and the wife and the four children he has not seen 
for thirteen years  
10:05 p.m. ‗Were there no loneliness, dwelling here would be 
misery‖     -Saigyo (1118-90)  
10:29 p.m. Staring at the computer monitor, he inverts the title of 
a  John Berger book – Our Photos, Brief as Faces  
10:33 p.m. ―The moment, like eternity, is in word‖ – Edmond Jabes  
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10:45 p.m.  Too tired to sleep    I ask Basho‘s sandals    Where to 
now?  
10:59 p.m.  Nightmares, Filipinos believe, occur when the 
wayfaring soul encounters danger, which can be traced back to a 
recent crisis or an abandoned memory (Linmark, 2008).  
 

Despite being a ―Sexile,‖ the Filipino queer diasporic subject is observed that he never turns his back from the 
memory of a family rendering it from his mindset as a type of sanctuary. The idea of a family alone is powerful 
enough to mark the continuities and disruptions of a diasporic living. Family, race, and class are the remarkable 
sites where the subject‘s expression of a sense of association and being are performed. It can be seen as a process 
of survival as they content with the displacing process of diasporic living. Recognizing the impacts of the 
aforementioned statements, it shows that the Filipino gay man in the diaspora is faced with the predicament and 
arduous responsibility of recreating their splendor and identity in the face of converging and contending drama and 
hybridity. These postcolonial struggles, as they intersect with homosexuality, render identity in a continuous state 
of flux and flow. 

In the poem ―This Should Remain Untitled Until Further Notice,‖ one can see the image of the ―Sexile‖ in the 
diaspora devastated because of the experience of love. The speaker in the poem addresses a beloved while 
reminiscing the relationship they had in the past which revolved around their sexual exploits. One can sense in the 
poem that the speaker is educated employing ―Serge - Gainsbourg‖ and the words ―comme l‘etranger‖ in his 
laments. Addressing a foreign lover, the poem begins to question the absent foreign lover and slowly recalling their 
sexual exploits: 

 
What do you think of me? Thinking of you?  
Because I let you have your cake and bake it, too  
Well, that was then and then is now.  
Wait, I don‘t understand my confusion.  
There are so many hearts to break, why beat mine?  
Didn‘t I put the ‗X‘ back in your sex life,  
Widen the ‗O‘s‘ in your moans, revive the Grrr in your groin,  
Lengthen the ‗I‘s‘ when you sighed?  
Didn‘t I take a loan for those chemical peeling sessions  
And sing-like-Serge-Gainsbourg private lessons  
Just so you wouldn‘t feel comme l‘etranger come Bastille Day?  
And now you want to annul and void?  
This is so academic and mute (Linmark, 2008). 

 
Cognizant of the fact that the persona in the poem is a Filipino gay man, he is seen to be affirming the notion 

of a racialized desire and love. Such relationship is seen as the logical expansion of residing in a foreign domain and 
away from the ancestral homeland. This is a relationship that is labeled as ―racialized‖ and foregrounded only with 
the actual realities of sexual feats. Lines 6 to 8 with its erotic projections support the idea of the persona 
objectified as a sex object or as a sex worker. To quote Manalansan: 

 
Such social inequality between the Filipino diasporic queer 
subject and their mostly white or foreign lovers is 
superseded by the seeming awkwardness of the Western 
discourse on class (Manalansan, 2003). 
  

Queer Diasporization: On Scattering and Diversity 
The concepts of heterogeneity, scattering, and linkages of local connections are the essential concepts that 
influenced some queer theorists to view the diaspora as a advantageous alternative to earlier considerations of the 
gay community and identity politics based on a model of ethnicity. Seeking to attract readers on the diasporic 
foregrounding of the transnational gay identity, they aim to expose the boundaries of cultural nationalisms while 
finding in the diaspora a beneficial experiential device to ponder on the transnational character of gay culture and 
politics (Watney, 1995; Gopinath, 2005), illuminate the multifaceted background of being queer in the postmodern 
world (Patton and Sanchez-Eppler, 2000), or to rethink the problematics of home (Eng, 1997). Such notions are 
reflected in the poem ―Itinerary.‖ Being a poem that delves into the notion of the queer diaspora, it is seen to 
move into a different and newfangled spatialization of queer belongings. It is that which claims to be cognizant 
about the problematizing of the notion of differences within the discourse of unity: 
 

At 7:25 p.m., Thursday, he surrendered his U.S. passport to the hotel desk clerk 
who mispronounced his name three times. Finally, he corrected her. The clerk, 
embarrassed, smiled, handed back the blue book with a thank you, then asked (‗If I 
may, Sir‘) why he carried a German first and last name. Famished, he filled his 
plate at 8:05 p.m. with Japanese, American, and Filipino dishes from the all-you-
can-eat buffet supervised by a chef from Singapore. He  parked his ass next to 
Woody, who was sharing a table with a couple and their newborn. The mother, a 
blonde-haired Filipina, turned to him and asked, as he was preparing to shove a 
whole roll of unagi sushi into his mouth, if he didn‘t mind taking their pictures with 
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the Hollywood celebrity who once fucked Courtney Love in the People vs. Larry 
Flint.  
6:10 a.m., Friday, February 21st. He boards the shuttle bus and returns to the 
airport.  
2:01 p.m. Aboard Flight 100, the map on the screen informs him that he is now 
crossing the International Date Line, which will separate the Philippines, the land 
of his birth, from Honolulu, where he has been living since 1977, by eighteen hours. 
The data that replaces the map reports that Honolulu is 1,940 miles and 90 minutes 
away. Tipsy from four glasses of cheap Merlot, he starts mumbling the numbers a la 
Willy Loman. 1,490 miles, 90 minutes away, 18-hour time differences…1,490 miles, 
90 minutes away, 18- hour time difference…1,490 miles, 90 minutes away, 18-hour 
time difference…  
The plane touches down on the tarmac of Honolulu International Airport. Born and 
raised in a household that thrives on Catholicism and Philippine folk superstition, 
he crosses himself three times and thanks St. Jerome (Anthony?) for a turbulence- 
free flight. The stewardess announces the time: 11:04 p.m. It is Thursday, February 
20th.   
10:20 a.m., Friday, February 21st. Forced to stop by a red light at King and 
Punchbowl intersection in downtown Honolulu. He is driving his mother‘s blue 
Taurus car, which smells of dogs and jas- mine air freshener. Manila, his home for 
the last two months, re- enters his mind. He coughs until his lungs release a gray-
speckled sputum. Detox begins (Linmark, 2005). 
 

  ―Itinerary‖ also projects a sort of metaphor for diasporic queer living. It is temptingly favorable to the 
contemporary politics of the queer as it is highly evocative of diversification, separate developments, fracturing, 
and also a particular charm and lure. It also insinuates the sense of a collective interest though difficult to pin 
down. It implies a sense of multifarious apportioned constituency with varying degrees of power and powerlessness 
(Watney, 1995). A continual enmity is highlighted when it comes to the reflections on the queer diaspora, between 
the political pressing for a solidarity, operating on the transnational heights in the context of power plays 
experienced by queer subjects, and the significance to be cognizant that same-sex eroticism exists and signifies in 
various means and contexts. His local struggles are also determined by the local formations in the legal, political, 
moral, and religious domains. In consonance with this, the diasporic queer subject is rendered manifold in character 
and disposition and diverse in all of his contexts by virtue of his generational foregrounding, ethnicity, class, and 
gender.  

The said poem projects the image of a well-entrenched homosexual diaspora that connects social 
constituencies in foreign metropolitan centers while insisting on acknowledging the significance and impacts of the 
locally grounded undertakings within a transnational network. Placing transnational queer culture and politics in the 
context of the diaspora is viewed as a motion that accentuate the newfangled spatio-temporal purviews of queer 
consciousness in a world that is caught between the workings of the local and national, as well as the flaunted 
pretensions of the global realm but where both are reconfigured within the interlacing spheres of connections.  

In the transnational queer setting, the queer subject is seen to betray the kinds of scripts that translate 
struggles in various quotidian and spectacular arenas. Religious, familial, racial, and class ties are refashioned and 
recast into new challenging roles and in the face of hardships encountering dramas of modernity (Manalansan, 
2003). The poem ―If I A Gay‖ shows the image of a person freely and obstinately located within the workings of 
outright and exposed spaces where the actual physical presence typically fashions the individual as gay. As seen in 
the words of the persona in the poem, the disconcertment and uneasiness given to the gay arrangement of things 
corroborates to more complex engagements with meanings, symbols, and images of gay culture and identity. The 
poem delineates the various rendezvous as a means of making visible how a Filipino gay man lives ―with and through 
difference‖ (Hall, 1990) and how they partake in the compounded struggle for identity and meaning in gay 
community projecting their inimitableness and peculiarity: 

 
No way. But if I a gay  
I have no way out but death or think,  
Okay, fine, I a gay, go crazy, it‘s normal,  
Shoot the president of Our Lady  
Of Perpetual Help High School senior class 
Because homosexuality to his snake eyes 
Is lonely and acceptable only inside sin asylum. 
At his wake, jockmates itch with tears,  
The virgins of his lucky dreams dry up, 
His parents in denial for forty days. 
But I know they be first to thank me 
For the two bullets in their son‘s head. 
If they find out he was also a gay 
With many sunrise-sunset boyfriends who give him China 
For breakfast, make out business signs 
Like: WE QUEER, YOU HEAR?  
Spot him out in the gym, and spend  
His allowances on opera tickets, Norweigan 
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Cruisers, White-Only parties, Camel-hair  
Coats, foreign film DVDs, ecstasy pills (Linmark, 2005). 
 

The undertakings of a Filipino gay man are better understood in the context of the unceasingly swerving stages 
of the here, there, and now. In the poem ―Slippery When English,‖ the persona is seen confronting someone (a 
higher being) concerning his undertakings as a homosexual:  

 
You‘re barking up the wrong dog, Your Honor.  
How many times do I have to repeat my testament? 
 I told you it was a standing-in-the-room only. 
 Yes, I‘ve been there, been that; that I won‘t deny. 
 But there was a blessing in those guys 
 I couldn‘t just turn my blind eyes.  
Yes, I usually did the slamming doors, Your Honor.  
Usually due to excruciating circumstances,  
Or too many excess luggage from the past.  
Of course, I thought hard about it. 
 It‘s not always easy come, easy goes, you know.  
It‘s at the back of my head the whole time, too (Linmark, 2005).  

 
Recognizing the weight of living a life at the byroads where the local and foreign meet, one can see the 

outcome that the experiences and peculiarities of the diasporic queer subject do not put together a steadfast 
immovable self. The speaker in the poem is cognizant of his own actions and its concomitant upshots and 
corollaries. There exists the act of structuring his dispositions and frame of mind that budge in accordance with the 
situation. The sense of self are very much modified, modulated, and reconfigured by the past, race, gender, class, 
and sexual orientation. His claims toward recognition and membership and his struggle for creating his own 
meanings are the very outcomes of a vibrant and vigorous manipulations and strategic choreographies of their 
social, cultural, economic, and racial positions. Gay identity is negotiated, translated, reproduced, and performed 
by the queer subject residing in the global setting and far away from the native land (Manalansan, 2003). 
Furthermore, the persona argues that his sexual orientation can never be a site of contestation. It is to be viewed 
as a sort of ―system‖ typified by multiplicative rehearses that both refashions various contexts and conditions and 
transforms gender, class, and race through through its dramaturgical expression: 

 
But I am a thief or risks.  
I love the ―cha‖ in ―challenge.‖  
Besides, who‘s going to lift their fingers for me?  
Only the devil can do his own job, right?  
Otherwise, what good is passion without a pitchfork?  
If that‘s the case, ―p‖ in ―punishment‖ should not be capitalized.  
So cut me some slacks, Your Honor. 
I told you it was an accident (Linmark, 2005). 

 
The poem ―Rhapsody‖ also moves in harmony with the aforementioned statements. The poem projects the 

image of a hybrid queer subject, one who has a multifarious sense of actuality as made manifest through the 
handling and command of language. The queer subject in the poem is presented to be so itinerant displaying the 
allure and thrill that the diaspora can remarkably provide in the fashioning of one‘s self. It includes a particular 
allurement that is synonymous with the very idea of wanderlust. One feels a sense of identification even if one does 
not possess total grasp and command of the language. Besides, one generally feels like meeting one another, 
learning about what is happening to people from other parts of the world (Watney, 1995). ―Rhapsody‖ blurs the 
racial, ethnic class, and gender-bases power relations that exist within the unifying ―us‖ (Watney, 1995). The 
diaspora is to be read as the symbolization of undifferentiated mobility, one that is accessible and can be 
experienced by all. The poem also provides the suggestion that the queer subject must remain immobile if their 
peculiarities are to be comprehended and refashioned within such diasporic horizon to effect their diasporic 
multifariousness. 

 
Eh, Cedric, no look now 
But the guy at five o‘clock stay ogling us. 
That‘s the vocab for tonight. 
Means: Eyes fondling us. 
The guy over there getting ritas on Bloody Mary, 
The one trying hard for hold his pickle straight. 
I think he like do you or me or us both. 
 
Mahalo nui loa, but no thanks. 
He just another Midwest clone with one Savannah perm. 
National Geographic should do one documentary 
On haoles who look like Billy Ray Cyrus, yeah? 
Goin‘ win one award at the Cannes, you watch.  
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Is that the twins Carl and Lance Nakashima? 
Try look them (Linmark, 2005).  

 
 The poem also presents the notion of the diaspora as premised upon a pleasure seeking idea of traveling and 

cross-cultural encounter that conceals the power relations constitutive of the very condition surrounding the 
movements: the exploitative nature of sexual exchange behind, and the economic motivations of interaction 
between those who travel and those who are traveled upon (Puar, 2005). The poem represents the different ways of 
concurrences within a globalized scheme of variation and fluctuation. 

 
Desire and Race: On the Gay Sense of Self 
The city, the contemporary metropolis, is for many the chosen metaphor for the existence of the modern world. In 
its everyday details, its mixed histories, languages, and cultures, its elaborate evidence of global tendencies, and 
local distinctions, the figure of the city, as both a real and an imaginary place, apparently provides a ready map 
for reading interpretation and comprehension (Chambers, 1994). In the poem ―Channeling Lady Sarashina‖, the 
readers are once again presented with the image of a mobile queer diasporic subject who is experiencing the flux 
and fluidity of metropolitan life and cosmopolitan movement. The poem brings to us the localities of the queer 
and vibrant quotidian world as well as the disturbance brought by the notion of complexity. Recognizing the 
dynamic images that the poem protrudes, the speaker finds himself to be in the city that is gendered and one 
teeming with zones of various factions and shifting centers and peripheries. For such mobile subjects, the city is to 
be seen as a representation of the coming together of ―worlds‖ and ―nations‖ into one geographic area (Hannerz, 
1996). For the queer subject in the poem, the urban space is rendered as a potent place for constituting identities 
and relationships. It become a unique character on its own where he can create his gay sense of self. The queer 
subject is seen to be gaped by an endless miscellany of undertakings and events labelled as queer in the city. The 
queer life in the city mushrooms into a plethora of factions that can provide to the political, cultural, social, and 
physical needs of the queer subject. The poem also gives the image of a quintessential gay space -- the bar: 
 

I am sitting at the bar of Artsy-Fartsy in Shinjuku nichome, buzzing 
from sake and three-month-old culture shock, when the salaryman of 
my dreams appears from a cloud of cigarette smoke, smiling to reveal a 
surprising set of perfectly straight white teeth. With an accent borrowed  
from British alcoholics teaching at the Nova Language Institute, he introduces himself as Kenji.  
  
Kenji: I‘d like to buy you a drink.  
Me: Shot of Patron tequila, onegaishimasu.  
Kenji: American-jin? Me: Hai.  
Kenji: What do you do?  
Me: Dream. Kenji:  
Like Lady Sarashina? (Linmark, 2008).  
 

Being a quintessential gay space, it is the most prominent space for socialization and a great avenue for 
belonging. Gaining insights from the poem, the setting is seen to possess a casual ambiance and masculinity in its 
very appearance and it significantly indulges the desires of the racialized queer body. Recognizing the fact that 
metropolitan life is gendered and subjects are presented with various zones of the life of crossed times, the city 
becomes a site of ephemeral transactions, motions, and memories as one comes face to face with the cultures of 
the diaspora and the redefinition of cosmopolitanism. It is made apparent from such positioning that queers of color 
spaces are no more essentially queer than any other space (Manalansan, 2003). Such sites present and summon the 
intersections of places and temporalities. He is not essentially unconnected and freestanding from their own 
conventional immigrant communities, but is reasonably incorporated into the geographic contours of a life in the 
diaspora. The gay bar in the poem is to be veered away from its stereotypical imaging as it is the site where the 
queer diasporic subject partakes in the claiming of their own locations in a life of cosmopolitanism.  
 
Pain and Suffering: Getting to Know Tita Aida 
Through the image of a hallowed patriarchal rapport, the poem ―Tita Aida‖ presents how AIDS (Acquired Immune 
Deficiency Syndrome) affects the life of a Filipino Gay Man as well as the kinds of practices, beliefs, and 
experiences that he has faced and created for himself. ―Tita Aida‖ is the name Filipino gay men have coined for 
AIDS. The three sections of the poem provide an illustration of how AIDS significantly emphasize the 
unboundedness of the diasporic queer subject. Each section also comes across the annexation as well as the 
reconfiguration of both conventional and marginal identities. In the vignettes, the representation of the self and 
experiences are viewed from various points or perspectives: 
The self, pain, and suffering in the section of ―The Almighty‖: 
 

If the fever does not go away, fasten your seat belts, girlfriends, and   
wait for Saint Jude to cross your legs. If he takes too long, sweep your  
thoughts together and call the Hotline. No charge, girlfriends,  
and the voices you hear are real. Tell ‗em about the chills, night sweats, 
and runs you‘ve been having. Open your palms and read to ‗em the  
expeditions you took, how many, and where. Don‘t forget to mention 
any shipwrecks, perished pilots, and moss growing on your skin. 
When those closet doors swung open and spit froze in our eyes, did 
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we whimper and make a U-turn? No, girlfriends, we flexed our muscles 
and painted our nails suck-me violet. Then we took a blowtorch  
and burnt the damn closet to thy kingdom come (Linmark, 2005). 
 

The self, fashioning of gay identity, and its concomitant traditional predicaments in the section of ―The Father‖:  
 

Stop calling me Dad because I stopped being your father ever since  
you sashaved out of this house in your ringlets and bobby pins and 
corset or whatever you call it. I can‘t even think right because   
everyone wants to know who put those purple spots between your  
ass. Don‘t look at me as if you never asked for it either because you 
had yourself all ready for anyone who tripped on your satin gown.  
Some satin trick. Think I didn‘t know what you were doing behind  
my back? Stop pretending that you‘re sorry because you 
loved every minute of it. Should‘ve been there when you had heaven  
groped so I could record it and play it for you. So stop giving me  
this drama crap and don‘t even dare think for a second that I‘m   
gonna touch you (Linmark, 2005). 

 
AIDS as space and the everyday in the section of ―The Son‖: 
 

I don‘t dance anymore, gave up on the beat, threw my arms and legs 
to the monkey bar forever. I just swallow capsules and watch  
Mercy put numbers and words on the wall. When I go, she promised  
to paint my nails soft-shell red and dress me up in a beaded 
gown, my runway gown, and pin a tiara made from mango leaves.  
I love Mercy. She taught me how to peel the blue strips off the capsules 
and save them for souvenirs (Linmark, 2005). 

 
Gaining insights from the abovementioned sections, one can locate the interconnections between the 

identities or subjectivities concerning the idea of AIDS in a larger framework of transnational, social, and political 
process. The representation of the queer self in these kinds of situation is a great illustration of the unpredictable, 
uncertain, and varying profiles of subjectivity in a complex foreign world. The invasion of personal zones brought by 
diasporic living become part of the engagement with Tita Aida. As Martin Manalansan IV puts it: 

 
Such spaces and memories bring forth what can be called an 
intimate geography of suffering. It includes the different 
means in which pain and suffering under the said pandemic is 
structured and constituted not only by the present, but also 
by the time fragments as well as spaces of one‘s history and 
biography (Manalansan, 2003).  
 

The sections in the poem ―Tita Aida‖ affirm the notion that suffering moves with the notion of power. It has 
satirically made the diasporic living more melodramatic. The myriad political, legal, and physical realities brought 
by the effects of ―Tita Aida‖ potently affects the queer subject as it can leads to great moments of disturbances 
and disjunctions in the quotidian living and even in memorial events such death, unwellness, and bereavement. Tita 
Aida, in this sense, is considered as delineating grounds for remembering significant events in his life, and his own 
perception of living in a diasporic life. Gaining insights from the discourses concerning Tita Aida, the concept of 
intersections importantly magnify the idea of deriving the disposition of queer subjects not from a ―new‖ 
perspective but from diasporic impermanence and spaces. The discourses centering on Tita Aida, from a 
transnational queer perspective, also create new spaces that can recognize the confinements of a queer subject 
situated in the periphery at sprawling in the rays of globalization and postmodernism.  

 
Locating the Queer Diasporic Figure 
The poems ―Da Kind, My Da Kind‖ and ―Psst‖ further underscore what it means to have a queer diasporic life. The 
two poems summarize both the continuances and stoppages of a persona who clearly sees himself as gay and 
situating himself in a state of bestriding memories. The poems attempt to delineate the different trysts as a way 
of showing how a gay subject live with and through difference as postulated by Stuart Hall (1990). As a queer 
diasporic subject, they also participate in the scuffle for meaning as well as for identity in the community while 
maintaining their ruptures and cutoffs. The strength of the pool and pull of memories and quotidian hardships 
which include families and acquaintances play a big role in the multifarious negotiations and articulations of 
identity and life. Religious, familial, racial, and class ties are refashioned as well as recast into new challenging 
roles and in the face of difficulties of encountering dramas of modernity (Manalansan, 2003). He is to overlook the 
competitory nature of cultural mores and institutions brought by such kind of living. This is greatly manifested by 
the dynamic images that the said poem has to present which are significant indicators of the conflicting 
amalgamation and hybridity that the subject is experiencing: 
 

From the gloss cover of tenement roaches 
invading Ala Moana Boulevard in their Aloha-  
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week Paradewear to the back cover‘s plumeria- 
yellow citation from the judges of this year‘s 
―T.S. Eliot‘s Most Promising Island Bard  
to Bastardize the English language‖ award, 
I, dear poet, exhausted the night reading  
your collection Da Kind, My Da Kind,  
and was shocked to discover you‘re part- 
Korean (―Seoulmates‖ and ―Kim Cheetos‖) 
and also part-Filipino (―Psst: Kalihi Drive-By 
Lovecalls‖ and ―Cockfight, Cocktails,  
Cocktease,‖ a villanelle examining machismo 
in Waipahu and Ewa Beach.) I really thought 
you were purely Japanese (―Everybody,  
Bon Dance Tonight‖) or, from the tight-lipped  
Verse, ―We Do Dutch Or You‘re Treating,‖ 
Chinese or Taiwanese. Nevertheless,  
I enjoyed the book for the most part, amazed 
at the multiple allusions of ―da kind‖  
in your opening poem ―Da Kind, My Da Kind,‖ 
how it can mean an extra scoop gravy,  
Samoan drag queens selling blowjobs  
and banana bread to Schofield Barracks soldiers 
on California Avenue, as well as the first  
and only Portuguese clan to ever make it  
to Family Feud. The symbolism of the missing 
 i-twins in ―Hawa‖ disoriented me at first,  
until I came across ―tired of waiting  
for the Kona winds / to move them, they took 
 the first / available UA flight to Barbados (Linmark, 2008). 
 

 The poem ―Psst‖ further makes manifest that the scuffles faced by a diasporic queer subject are better 
understood in intertwining kaleidoscopic stages of both the past and present. As a central topic on immigration and 
diaspora, home is prominently viewed as an essential of either a place of solemnization, melancholy, and 
disheartenment. The diasporic queer subject see neither the heroics nor the hopelessness of home making or 
making oneself home complicated by the struggles of everyday living (Manalansan, 2003): 
 

Means hey it‘s just me thinking of you 
as usual about us in this crowded train 
where I know just about everyone is whispering 
I‘m your heart‘s biggest yesterday‘s hits and 
your world‘s worst blind spot right now 
they can read my face today‘s tragic news you 
haven‘t been waking up on our side of the world 
it won‘t be long now before you leave me 
just like that Billie Holiday song ―Say It Isn‘t So‖ 
so I‘m going home try and not cry especially 
the part where Billie half-sings half-wails 
that everything is still okay because you‘re 
still my every still even when the door 
is growing tired of my hurt my only (Linmark, 2008). 
 

  Class, family, race are the very triads that serve as the sites of performance concerning belonging and being. 
Such performances speak to invoke the kinds of borders and cleavages that exist for and are confronted by the 
diasporic subjects (Manalansan, 2003). Both the spaces of queer and diaspora obliges one to emend and reweigh the 
notion of problematizing home and gay identity. The predicaments that relate to home and identity include the 
concept of ―suspension‖ -- suspension between ―in‖ and ―out‖, rootage and terminus, personal and intimate, and 
the outworldly and sociable. Such are the issues that render the queer and diasporic privileges and entitlements of 
Linmark‘s subjects to a particular home, nation, and identity doubtful and in a steadfast state of flux and flow.  
 The notion of the diaspora opens up a historical and experiential rift between the locations of residence as 
well as the locations of belonging (Gilroy, 1993). This idea of being situated in-between is a resilient aspect of the 
diaspora. The ―diasporic in-betweenness‖ is seen to be at arrest concerning gender identities. The queer lenses 
expand the notion of in-betweenness so as to include sexualities located between the polarization/dichotomy of 
heterosexual and homosexual, and tradition and modernity. Recognizing the significance of these statements, I see 
that Linmark‘s subjects, in the wild continents of his poetry, struggles for survival, contends with various scripts 
and meanings, and also, creates and fashions an identity or ―belongingness‖ in an international arena that is very 
much multifaceted. The performance within such locations or positions emphasizes structural and spatial 
arrangement and appropriation of both culture and history (Manalansan, 2003). The queer diasporic subject is in 
fact multiply situated between traditions, and what it means to be Filipino and American, and the memories of 
homeland and the stark and blatant realities of living in a different country. In a nutshell, the intersections of the 
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postcolonial and queer spaces reflected in the poetry of R. Zamora Linmark do not simply delineate the peculiar 
modes and fashions of queer undertakings. His poems also show the very struggles that is seen to transcending the 
confines of a white gay way of living and remarkably interceded and expedited by border crossings, a life 
translated, displacement, multiculturalism, ideologies of home and nation, sexual cosmopolitanism, desire, and 
body. 
  The poems ―Da Kind, My Da Kind‖ and ―Psst‖ show that the experience of the diaspora is most often construed 
as a process of merging and gradual assimilation portraying cultures in splendid confusion and outright collision and 
the fashionable politics of identity emphasizing the institutions, the categories, the knowledge as well as the power 
plays by means of which people the social dynamics and the people are structured, synchronized, and regulated 
(Punt, 2008). It emphasizes that the very landscape of the queer in the diasporic setting is comprised of the trendy 
politics of identity and culture is a processual one that is constantly being remembered, revised, and renegotiated, 
and redefined, though it can also be viewed as instinctive, natural, and primordial affecting the very ways in which 
they remember the past, live with the present, and build the future. Such becomes a way of framing the queer 
diasporic experience, desire, and body.  
 
The Intersections of Horizons 
In underscoring their theoretical intersections, it is seen that Linmark‘s subjects have been positioned outside the 
modern narratives of the nation, offering various perspectives on the historical and cultural mechanics of 
belonging (Gilroy, 1993). The subjects render the diasporic space and heteronormative discourses problematic and 
a great site of contestation. As reflected in the poetry of R. Zamora Linmark, ―queer diasporas‖ project the 
complex images of queer belongings and way of life, within a temporal and varying horizons characterized by the 
pull of locality, conflict, and cultural diversity. The diaspora, juxtaposed to identity and culture, is a resilient 
showground to show that is not an completed and established fact. It is a process that is mobilized by the queer 
subjects in Linmark‘s poem leading them to fashion an imagination of belonging in a domain that is transnational. 
It is essential to underscore that the formation of identities in a postmodern and global world, within the context 
and frontiers of the diaspora, spews forth other kinds of alertness and heedfulness -- the ethnic, national, and 
immigrant in the case of Linmark‘s poetry. In concordance with this, the definition of identity is greatly hued by 
the idea of intercession bringing together various local and global historicities and memories.  

 In a nutshell, this project highlighted the idea of diasporic queerness imagined and designed at the 
different strategic and cardinal states of manifold national and queer spaces. The attempt to ―queer‖ the idea of 
the diaspora is an essential means of fomenting the crisis concerning the accepted heterosexual foregrounding of 
local struggling, nation, and home. The investigation of the manifold conjurations of collective memories and 
homeland within the vista of queer diaspora offers a complex view of what it means to inhabit the transnational 
spaces of belonging shedding light on the politics of linkages, disjunction, and reterritorialization in terms of 
plethora, geographies, and mobilities. Such are the postcolonial and queer intersections of rootings and routings 
made manifest in Linmark‘s poetry.  
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